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Abstract 

In this paper, we study the ( ) cluster-, nm  tilting subcategories of n-abelian 

categories as a generalization of m-cluster tilting subcategories of abelian 

categories and prove that the ( ) tiltingcluster-, nm  subcategories of certain      

n-abelian categories are mn-abelian categories. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, n-cluster tilting theory of representation theory of 

finite dimensional algebras, abelian categories, triangulated categories, 

derived categories comes into focus [1, 2, 3, 4, 7]. Motivated by these, 

Jasso introduced the n-abelian categories and n-exact categories [5] as a 

generalization of the classical abelian categories and exact categories, he 

proved that n-cluster tilting subcategories of abelian categories are          

n-abelian categories. As a generalization of homological theory of abelian 

categories, homological properties of n-abelian categories were introduced 

in [8, 9] via higher (co)homology of n-(co)resolutions under right (left) 

exact functors for n-exact sequences. 

In this paper, we study the ( ) cluster-, nm  tilting subcategories of       

n-abelian categories via n-homological theory of abelian categories as a 

generalization of m-cluster tilting subcategories of abelian categories. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall some 

notions and notations of (co)homology properties of n-abelian categories. 

In Section 3, we introduce the ( ) cluster-, nm  tilting subcategories of 

certain n-abelian categories, and show that the ( ) tilting-cluster-, nm  

subcategories of n-abelian categories are mn-abelian categories, and 

study the relationship between nm-exact sequences and m-fold n-exact 

sequences. 

2. Definitions and Preliminaries 

2.1. n-Abelian categories 

Let n be a positive integer and C  be an additive category. We denote 

the category of cochain complexes of C  by ( )CCh  and the homotopy 

category of C  by ( ).CH  Also, we denote by ( )Cn
Ch  the full subcategory of 

( )CCh  given by all complexes 

,110
110

+→→→→
−

ndnddd
XXXX

nn

⋯  

which are concentrated in degrees .1,,1,0 +n…  We write ( )YX ,C  for 

the morphisms in C  from X  to ,Y  if ., Cob∈YX  
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Let 100 : XXd →  be a morphism in .C  An n-cokernel of 0d  is a 

sequence of morphisms 

( ) 13211
21

:,, +→→→→ ndddn XXXXdd
n

⋯…  

such that for all 11 −≤≤ nk  the morphism kd  is a weak cokernel of 

,1−kd  and nd  is moreover a cokernel of .1−nd  In this case, we say the 

sequence 

( ) 11010
10

:,,, +→→→ ndddn XXXddd
n

⋯…  (1) 

is right n-exact. The concepts of n-kernel of a morphism and left n-exact 

are defined dually. If ,2≥n  the n-cokernels and n-kernels are not unique 

in general, but their are unique up to isomorphism in ( )CH  [5]. (1) is 

called an n-exact sequence if it is both right n-exact and left n-exact. A 

sequence 

110 +→→→ mnXXX ⋯  

is called an m-fold n-exact sequence if it can be split into m n-exact 

sequences ( ) ( )niniinin YXXY 111 +++ →→→→ ⋯  for 1,,1,0 −= mi ⋯  

where 00 XY =  and .1+= mnmn XY  

As a generalization of the notion of classical abelian categories, Jasso 

introduced the n-abelian categories in [5] as follows. 

Definition 2.1 (n-abelian category, Definition 3.1, [5]). An n-abelian 

category is an additive category A  which satisfies the following axioms: 

( )0A  The category A  is idempotent complete. 

( )1A  Every morphism in A  has an n-kernel and an n-cokernel. 
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( )2A  For every monomorphism 100 : XXf →  in A  there exists an 

n-exact sequence: 

.110
110

+→→→→
−

nfnfff
XXXX

nn

⋯  

( )op2A  For every epimorphism 1: +→ nnn XXf  in A  there exists 

an n-exact sequence: 

.110
110

+→→→→
−

nfnfff
XXXX

nn

⋯  

Note that 1-abelian categories are precisely abelian categories in the 

usual sense. 

Let A  be an abelian category and D  be a generating-cogenerating 

full subcategory of DA.  is called an n-cluster-tilting subcategory of A  if 

D  is functorially finite in A  and 

  { { } ( ) }0,1,,1 =−∈∀∈= DAD A XniX i
Ext…  

 { { } ( ) }.0,1,,1 =−∈∀∈= XniX i
DA AExt…  

Note that A  itself is the unique 1-cluster-tilting subcategory of .A  

Lemma 2.2 (Theorem 3.16, [5]). Let A  be an abelian category and D  

be an n-cluster tilting subcategory of .A  Then, D  is an n-abelian 

category. 

2.2. (co)Homology of n-abelian categories 

In this subsection, we recall the right (resp., left) derived functors of 

covariant or contravariant left (resp., right) n-exact functors and study 

their basic properties. 
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Let A  be an n-abelian category and B  be an abelian category, and let 

BA →:G  be a covariant additive functor. Let 
110

10:
−

→→→
nddd

XXX ⋯  

1+→ ndn XX
n

 in ( )An
Ch  be an n-exact sequence. We say that G  is 

(i) left n-exact if 1100 +→→→→→ nn GXGXGXGX ⋯  is an 

exact sequence of .B  

(ii) right n-exact if 0110 →→→→→ +nn GXGXGXGX ⋯  is an 

exact sequence of .B  

(iii) n-exact if 00 110 →→→→→→ +nn GXGXGXGX ⋯  is an 

exact sequence of .B  

The notions of covariant (contravariant) additive left (right) n-exact 

functors are defined dually. For example, the hom-functors ( )−,MA  

( )( )M,.,resp −A  is covariant (resp., contravariant) left n-exact by the 

definition of n-kernel (resp., n-cokernel). 

We say that an n-abelian category A  has enough projectives if for 

every object ,A∈M  there exist projective objects A∈nPPP ,,, 21 …  and 

an n-exact sequence .1 MPPN n →→→→ ⋯  The notion of having 

enough injectives is defined dually. Let A  has enough projectives, 

,A∈M  there are n-exact sequences 

MPPM
nd

n

j

n →→→→Ω 1
1

⋯  

.
122

12
2 MPPM nn

d

n

j

n
n

Ω→→→→Ω
π

+⋯  

Connecting them, let ,1 iiin jd π=+  we call the sequence 

MPPPPPP
dd

n

d

n

d

n

d

n

d

n
nnnnn 112123

112123 →→→→→→→→→→
++

++ ⋯⋯⋯⋯  

(2) 
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a projective n-resolution of ,M  also denoted simply as .
1

MP
d
→•  We call 

Mn
kΩ  the k-th n-syzygy of M  for .0≥k  The notions of injective               

n-resolution, k-th n-cosyzygy Mn
k−Ω  of M  are defined dually. 

Let BA →:F  be a contravariant left n-exact functor. The right        

n-derived functors Fi
nR  for 0≥i  as follows, for any ,A∈M  choose a 

projective n-resolution MP →•  as (2) and define 

( ) ( ) .,1,0for:: 121 ⋯=== ++•+ iGdFdFPHMF ininin
i

lmKernR  

Note that ( ) ( )−FFMMF i
nRnR .0 �  is an additive functor from A  to B  

and ( ) 0=PFi
nR  for all projective object P  for any .0>i  The notions of 

right (left) n-derived functors of covariant or contravariant left (right)      

n-exact functors are defined dually. Specially, for contravariant (resp., 

covariant) left n-exact functor ( ) ( )( ),,.,resp, −− AB AA  we define the 

right n-derived functors 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).,,.,resp,, −=−−=− AABB iiii
AA AA nRnExtnRnExt  

In particular, ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).,,,,, 00 −=−−=− AABB AA AA nExtnExt  

There is an isomorphism ( ) ( ),,, BABA mm
AnExtnE ≅  here ( )BAm ,nE  

is the equivalence classes of m-fold n-extensions of A  by ,B  it is an 

abelian group under n-Baer sum [8]. So, we can define m
AnExt  ( )BA,  

even without of projective objects and injective objects. 

Lemma 2.3 ([8], Proposition 4.3). Let A  be an n-abelian category, 

,, A∈BA  we have 

(i) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).,,, BAABBA iii
AAA nExtnExtnExt =−− �  
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(ii) If A  is an n-cluster tilting subcategory of a projectively generated 

injectivity cogenerated abelian category .D  Then ( ) ( ),,, BABA mnm
DA ExtnExt �  

( ) .11,0,,0, −≤≤≥∈∀=+ nimBABAimn
ADExt  

(iii) A  is a projective object if and only if ( )−,AA  is an exact functor 

if and only if ( ) 0, =BAi
AnExt  for all 0≠i  and all B  if and only if 

( ) 0,1 =BAAnExt  for all .B  

If an n-abelian category A  is injectively cogenerated, then by the 

results of Jasso and Kvamme [5, 6], it follows that A  is equivalent to an 

n-cluster tilting subcategory in the dual of the category of finitely 

presented covariant functors over the full subcategory of injective objects 

of A  which is an injectively cogenerated abelian category. 

Lemma 2.4. An injectively cogenerated additive category C  is an       

n-abelian category if and only if there exists an injectively-cogenerated 

abelian categories A  such that C  can be embedded to A  as an n-cluster 

tilting subcategory. 

Using the Lemma 2.4, we can generalize the “Long n-exact sequence 

Theorem 4.5” of [8] as following: 

Lemma 2.5. Let A  be an injectively cogenerated n-abelian category. 

110
10

: +ααα
→→→ nXXXX

n

⋯  an n-exact sequence of ,A  for any object 

,A∈A  we have exact sequences 

( ) ( ) ( ) 10110 ,,,0 AAAA nExtnExt →→→→→→
∂+

⋯⋯ XAXAXA
nn  

( ) ( ) ( ) .,,, 101
11

⋯⋯⋯

i
n

i
nn niin XAXAXA

∂+∂∂+ →→→→→
−

AA nExtnExt  

( ) ( ) ( ) 11101 ,,,0 AAAA nExtnExt →→→→→→ +∂+
⋯⋯ AXAXAX nn n

 

( ) ( ) ( ) .,,, 010
11

⋯⋯⋯

i
n

i
nn

AXAXAX ini ∂+∂∂
→→→→→

−

AA nExtnExt  
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3. Cluster Tilting Subcategories of n-Abelian Categories 

By Lemma 2.2, any n-cluster tilting subcategory of abelian category is 

an n-abelian category. It is natural to define ( )nm, -cluster tilting 

subcategories of n-abelian categories. 

Definition 3.1. Let A  be an n-abelian category and D  be a 

generating-cogenerating full subcategory of DA.  is called an ( )nm, -cluster 

tilting subcategory of A  if D  is functorially finite in A  and 

{ { } ( ) }0,1,,1 =−∈∀∈= DAD A XmiX i
nExt…  

{ { } ( ) }.0,1,,1 =−∈∀∈= XmiX i
DA AnExt…  

Note that A  itself is the unique ( )n,1 -cluster-tilting subcategory of .A  

Let A  be an abelian category, D  be an n-cluster tilting subcategory 

of MA and,  be an ( )nm, -cluster tilting subcategory of .D  Then, if 

,1== nm  .MDA ==  If M,1,1 >= mn  is an m-cluster tilting 

subcategory of .A  If M,1,1 => mn  is an n-cluster tilting subcategory 

of .A  

Our next aim is to show that the ( )nm, -cluster tilting subcategories 

of small n-abelian categories are mn-abelian categories under certain 

conditions as a generalization of Lemma 2.2. First, we generalize ([5], 

Propositions 3.17, 3.18). 

Lemma 3.2. Let A  be an injectively cogenerated n-abelian category, 

M  be an ( )nm, -cluster tilting subcategory of .A  Then, for all ,A∈A  

there exist n-exact sequences, 

11
10

DMMA
gnf
→→→→ ⋯  

2211
21

DMMD
gnnf
→→→→ +

⋯  

… 

( ) ( ) ( ) 111122
2

+−−+−− →→→→
−

nmnmnmfm MMMD
m

⋯  
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satisfying the following properties: 

(i) ;M∈iM  

(ii) if  are left M -approximations; 

(iii) For all ,M∈M  the induced sequence of abelian groups 

( ( ) ) ( ( ) ) ( ) ( ) 0,,,,0 1111 →→→→→→ −+− MAMMMMMM nmnm
AAAA ⋯  

is exact. 

Proof. This proof is an adaptation of the proof of ([5], Proposition 

3.17). Note that .0 AD =  

The existences of these n-exact sequences follow from the functorially 

finiteness of .M  Indeed, for any ,A∈A  there exists a left                    

M -approximation .: 10 MAf →  Since A  is n-abelian, there exists a 

weak cokernel 111 : CM →k  in ,A  then taking a left M -approximation 

,: 211 MCt →  this constructs a weak cokernel 11
kt  of .0f  Inductively, 

we can construct a n-exact sequence ,11
10

DMMA
gnf
→→→→ ⋯  where 

1g  is a cokernel of nn MM →−1  by ([5], Proposition 3.7). Inductively, we 

can construct the desired n-exact sequences. 

Given that for all { }2,,0 −∈ m…k  the morphism kf  is a left         

M -approximation, it readily follows that the sequence 

( ( ) ) ( ) ( ) 0,,,0 111 →→→→→ +− MAMMMM nm
AAA ⋯  

is exact. It remains to show that ( ) .11
M∈+− nmM  
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We claim that for each ( ( ) ) 0,, 11 =∈ +− MMM nmi
AM nExt  for  

{ }.1,,2,1 −∈ mi ⋯  First, note that for all M∈M  applying the 

contravariant functor ( )M,−A  to the n-exact sequence (3), we have 

isomorphisms 

( ( ) ) ( ) ( ),,,, 12111 MDMDMM imminmi −−−+−
AAA nExtnExtnExt ��� ⋯  

for { }1,,2,1 −∈ mi ⋯  by long n-exact sequence theorem. Moreover,     

the morphism ( ( ) ) ( )MDMM imnim ,, 111 −−+−− → AA  is an epimorphism 

for 1−−imf  is a left M -approximation of .A  Thus we have  

( ( ) ) 0,11 =+− MM nmi
AnExt  as required.  � 

Lemma 3.3. Let A  be an injectively cogenerated n-abelian category. 

Let ,A∈B  and M  be a subcategory of A  such that ( ) 0, =BMA
k

nExt  for 

all { }.1,,1 −∈ m…k  Consider a composition of n-exact sequences 

AMMA
g

n

f 01
11 →→→→ ⋯  

1122
12

AMMA
g

nn

f
→→→→ +⋯  

⋮  

( ) 111
1

−+−
−

→→→→ m

g

nmmn

f

m AMMA
mm

⋯  

in A  such that M∈kM  for all { }.,,2,1 mn…∈k  Then, for each  

{ }1,,1 −∈ m…k  there is an isomorphism between ( )BA,k
AnExt  and the 

cohomology of the induced complex 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )BABMBMBM mmn ,,,, 21 AAAA →→→→ ⋯   (3) 

at ( ).,1 BM n+kA  
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Proof. Note that .0 AA =  First, let us show that for each  

{ }1,,1 −∈ m…k  there exist isomorphisms 

( ) ( ) ( ).,,, 1
1

1
1

0 BABABA −
−

k
kk

AAA nExtnExtnExt ��� ⋯  

The case 1=k  is obvious. If ,12 −≤≤ mk  then for each k≤≤ ℓ2  

applying the functor ( )B,−A  to the exact sequence →→ +− 10 ℓkA  

( ) ( ) 011 →→→→ −+−+− ℓℓℓ ⋯ kkk AMM nn  yields an exact sequence 

( ( ) ) ( ) ( ) →→→= −+−
−

+−
− BABABM n ,,,0 1

1
1

1
ℓ

ℓ
ℓ

ℓ
ℓ

ℓ
kkk AAA nExtnExtnExt  

( ( ) ) .0,1 =+− BM nℓ
ℓ

kAnExt  

The claim follows. 

Second, let us show that ( )BA ,1
1

−kAnExt  is isomorphic to the 

cohomology of the complex (3) at ( ).,1 BM n+kA  The conclusion follows 

from the commutative diagram 

 

� 

Theorem 3.4. Let A  be an injectively cogenerated n-abelian category 

and M  be an     ( )nm, -cluster tilting subcategory of .A  Then, M  is an 

mn-abelian category. 

Proof. We shall show that M  satisfies the axioms of mn-abelian 

category. 

( )0A  Since the n-abelian category A  is idempotent complete, it 

follows immediately from the definition of ( )nm, -cluster tilting 

subcategory that M  also is idempotent complete. 
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( )1A  Let 100 : XXd →  be a morphism in .M  Let 11 +→→ nXX ⋯  

be an n-cokernel of ,0d  applying Lemma 3.2 to 1+nX  gives the desired 

mn-cokernel of .0d  By duality, 0d  has an mn-kernel. 

( )2A  and ( )op2A  Let 100 : XXf →  be a monomorphism in A  such 

that M∈10, XX  and let ( )mnXXf ≤≤→ +
k

kkk 1: 1  be an              

mn-cokernel of 0f  in M  obtained as in the previous paragraph. Applying 

the dual of Lemma 3.3 to ( ),0: 1 mnXXf ≤≤→ +
k

kkk  we obtain that 

for all M∈Y  and for all { }1,,1 −∈ m…k  the cohomology of the induced 

complex 

( ) ( ) ( )11 ,,, +→→→ mnmn XYXYXY AAA ⋯  

at ( ( ) )11, ++ nXY k
A  is isomorphic to ( )0, XYk

AnExt  which vanishes since 

M  is an ( )nm, -cluster-tilting subcategory of ,A  cohomology of the 

sequence vanisher at ( )jXY ,A  for ( ) .11 ++≠ nj k  This shows that 

( )10 ,, −mnff …  is an mn-kernel of mnf  in MM.  also satisfies axiom 

( )op2A  follows by duality. � 

Proposition 3.5. Let A  be an injectively cogenerated n-abelian category 

and M  be an ( )nm, -cluster tilting subcategory of .A  Then the sequence of 

morphisms 

110: +→→→ mnXXXX ⋯  

is an mn-exact sequence of M  if and only if is an m-fold n-exact sequence 

of .A  
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Proof. ( ).⇒  We split 1: +→ ininin XXd  to 1+π
→→ injiin XCX

ii

 such 

that iπ  is a cokernel of 1−ind  for { }.1,,2,1 −∈ mi ⋯  Then we show that 

( ) iinniji CXXC
ii

π+−− →→→→
−

⋯
111

1

 are n-exact sequence of ,A  it is 

enough to prove 1−ij  are monomorphisms and ( ) 0, =ij CM
A

nExt  for any 

{ } { }imjmi −−∈∈ 1,,2,1,,,2,1 ⋯⋯  by induction, where ,00 XC =  

001, djXC mnm == +  and .mnm d=π  

For 0,1 ji =  is a monomorphism. Applying ( )−,MA  on 10 XX →  

,1
1

CX n π
→→→⋯  by long n-exact sequence theorem, we have  

( ) 0, 1 =CMj
A

nExt  for { }2,,2,1 −∈ mj ⋯  since ( ) 0, =sj XM
A

nExt  for 

∈s { } { }.1,,2,1,,,1,0 −∈ mjn ⋯⋯  Suppose that 11 −≤≤ mk  and 

that for all ℓ
ℓ j,1−≤ k  are monomorphisms and ( ) 0, 1 =+ℓCMj

A
nExt  

for { }.2,,2,1 ℓ⋯ −−∈ mj  For ,kj  let kCAu →:  be a morphism in A  

such that .0=ujk  Taking a right M -approximation AMv →:  (v is 

epic since M  is generating). Applying ( )−,MA  to n-exact sequence 

( ) ,111 kkkk CXXC nn →→→→ +−−
⋯  by long n-exact sequence 

theorem, we have an exact sequence of groups 

( ) ( ( ) ) ( ) ( )kkkk CMXMXMCM nn ,,,,0 111
AAAA →→→→→ +−−

⋯  

( ) .0, 11 =→ −kCMAnExt  (4) 

Then there exists a morphism nXMw k→:  such that ,wu kπ=ν  we have 

.0==π= νujwjwd n kkkk  
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Therefore, since 1−ndk  is a weak kernel of ,ndk  there exists a morphism 

1: −→ nXMs k  such that ,1 wsd n =−k  thus ,0,01 ==π= − usdu nkk
ν  

since ν  is an epimorphism, this provides that kj  is a monomorphism. It 

follows that 

( ) 111 +++ →→→→ kkkk CXXC nn
⋯  (5) 

is an n-exact sequence. Applying ( )−,MA  to (5), by long n-exact sequence 

theorem, we have exact sequence of groups for 2,,2,1 −= mj ⋯   

( ( ) ) ( ) ( ) 1111 ,,,0 ++++ →→→= jjjnj CMCMXM
AAAA

nExtnExtnExtnExt
kkk  

( ) .0, 1 =+nXM k  

but, ( ) 0,1
=

+ kCMj
A

nExt  for ,2,,0 k−−= mj ⋯  this finishes the 

induction steps. 

( ).⇐  We split X  to m n-exact sequences 

( ) ,111
1

iinniji CXXC
ii

π+−− →→→→
−

⋯  

where 00100 ,, djXCXC mnm === +  and mnm d=π  for .,,2,1 mi ⋯=  

Applying ( )−,MA  to these n-exact sequences, by long n-exact sequence 

theorem, it is easily prove that ( ) 0,1 =jCMAnExt  for .2,,1,0 −= mj ⋯  

We only need to show that ind  is a weak kernel of 1+ind  and ind  is a 

weak cokernel of 1−ind  for .1,,2,1 −= mi ⋯  We only show that ind  is a 

weak kernel of .1+ind  Let 1: +→ inXMu  be a morphism in M  such 

that ,01 =+ udin  since ij  is a kernel of ,1+ind  there exists a morphism 

iCM →:ν  such that .uji =ν  Applying ( )−,MA  to n-exact sequence 

( ) ,111 iinnii CXXC →→→→ +−−
⋯  by long n-exact sequence theorem, 

we have an exact sequence of groups like (4), thus, there exists a 

morphism inXMw →:  such that ,ν=π wi  so .uwdin =   � 
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Theorem 3.6. Let A  be a projectively generated abelian category, D  

be an n-cluster tilting subcategory of A  which closed under n-th syzygy, 

and M  be an additive full subcategory of .D  Then, if M  is an mn-cluster 

tilting subcategory of ,A  then M  is an ( )nm, -cluster tilting subcategory 

of .D  

Proof. If M  is an mn-cluster tilting subcategory of ,A  then 

{ { } ( ) }0,1,,2,1 =−∈∀∈= MAM A XmniX i
Ext…  

{ { } ( ) }0,1,,2,1 =−∈∀∈= MD A XmniX i
Ext…  

but, D  is an n-cluster tilting subcategory closed under n-th syzygy, so D  

is an n-abelian category which has enough projective objects, by Lemma 

2.3, we have ( ) 0, =M
A

Xj
Ext  for all ,, ∗∈≠ Nkknj  so 

{ { } ( ) }0,1,,2,1 =−∈∀∈ MD A XmniX i
Ext…  

{ { } ( ) }0,1,,2,1 =−∈∀∈= MD A XmiX in
Ext…  

{ { } ( ) }.0,1,,1 =−∈∀∈= MD D XmiX i
nExt…  

Since M  is generating and cogenerating functorial finite subcategory of 

,A  so is generating and cogenerating functorial finite subcategory of .D  

So, M  is an ( )nm, -cluster tilting subcategory of .D   � 
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